Case Report
Use of a novel acellular dermal matrix allograft to treat complex trauma wound: a case study
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Abstract: Objective: To report the novel use of acellular dermal matrix allograft to treat a complex open fracture of the arm. Methods: Case report outlining the steps taken to treat the fracture and soft tissue trauma. Results: The complexity of the wound required multiple types of treatments that ultimately resulted in a healed fracture and full wound closure. Conclusions: Acellular dermal matrix has shown promise in closing the wound of a complex open fracture within the limitations of a single patient case study.
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Introduction

Fractures in the radius or ulna of the arm can occur from accidents where trauma may cause complex bone and soft tissue damage. Deep wounds can expose the tendons in the arm which risk damage to normal arm and hand function [1]. Damage to the ligaments, especially the scapholunate ligament, is also a frequent complication [2]. Nerve damage from distal radius fractures is not uncommon with median nerve damage occurring much more frequently than ulnar nerve injury [3, 4]. Surgical intervention is often required but may be difficult to perform safely in more complicated cases, risking further nerve and ligament damage [5]. Additionally, close proximity of the wound to large blood vessels can make hemorrhaging a concern with microsurgery. After the fracture is repaired, the soft tissue wound must still be closed. Although in the past less focus was given to the soft tissue repair step, long-term substandard results demand a greater role in soft tissue treatment [5]. Staples, stitches, or dressings may be satisfactory for smaller defects; however, larger sized wounds may require an additional protective covering. Autograft skin, often harvested from the patient’s thigh, has resulted in satisfactory outcomes but causes additional patient pain and wound morbidity. An alternative treatment is to use allograft dermis that has been decellularized.

Acellular dermal matrix (ADM) can serve to protect the wound while allowing the patient’s own cells to incorporate into the wound bed, eventually resulting in full wound closure. ADMs have successfully been used for wound closure in diabetic foot ulcers [6-8], scar tissue resurfacing from burn wounds [9], and breast reconstruction [10, 11]. One particular ADM, DermACELL®, undergoes a process [12] which results in terminal sterility and ≥ 97% reduction in DNA content while still providing a biocompatible scaffold [13] for healing [6, 9, 10, 11, 13]. Although there is a long clinical history of using ADMs in a wide variety of medical procedures, the authors believe this is the first published technique of using DermACELL in the treatment of a complex arm fracture.

Case

The patient was a male in his thirties who received a complex trauma wound caused by a mushroom collecting machine. His hand got caught in the machine, which caused an open fracture in his left arm, together with soft tissue trauma and exposure of the tendons in the wound bed.
The patient underwent surgery for internal fixation of the fracture. Then the soft tissue wound was treated locally with wet dressing and afterwards was connected to a VAC machine. While the patient was a candidate for microsurgery, there was a concern of damage to the large blood vessels in the hand due to the trauma, so it was decided that the patient would instead undergo a second operation to shorten the radial bone and close part of the open wound. After undergoing this operation, the wound was treated with vacuum therapy every four days in order to narrow the wound margins and achieve granulated tissue (Figure 1).

Two months after the wound was received, the patient underwent DermACELL (LifeNet Health, Virginia Beach, VA, USA) implantation according to the instructions for use (Figure 2). The first wound change took place after five days, where DermACELL appeared to begin incorporating into the wound bed (Figure 3). Follow-up continued at the clinic every week for observation and dressing change (Figure 4). The staples were pulled out after three weeks (Figure 5). The wound margins steadily narrowed (Figure 6) until full wound closure was achieved after six weeks (Figure 7).

Discussion

Despite the complexity of the trauma wound, the ADM was able to incorporate and fully close the wound by six weeks post-implantation. The wound began healing slowly initially but the wound margins began rapidly narrowing by three weeks post-implantation with wound closure attained at six weeks. This timeline for wound healing is comparable to the 30 days needed to achieve wound healing in a related case using DermACELL to provide wound resurfacing in burn patient [9]. There were no signs of infection nor did the patient experience any
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apparent immune response to the allograft. The ADM was able to provide protection for the wound while encouraging rapid healing without the disadvantages of donor site morbidity and increased patient pain for autografts. While the results of this case study are not generalizable, the rapid wound closure was encouraging and supports further use of this ADM for treating soft tissue trauma wounds.
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